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1. VNNIC 2.0

-

VNNIC was founded in 2000, it was a long run
with many important achievements and
contributions.

-

This year, VNNIC has identified new strategic
goals for the next development stage (VNNIC
version 2.0), including 7 PILLARs.

-

One of the most important goals is “Community
Serving”

-

There are two products that we have developed
for this strategic goal in the last 6 months.

2. VNNIC Internet Academy
The first product is the VNNIC Internet Academy. It is an
online training platform, focusing on:
- Developing technical skills
- Supporting research and development
- Consulting in building an open, stable and secure
national & global Internet
With VNNIC Academy, our aims are to:
- Improve our community’s knowledge and skills to
advance their careers in the Internet industry
- Increased awareness about their valuable technical
contributions to national & regional Internet
In the situation of ongoing COVID-19 lockdowns and the
uncertainty of ‘returning to normal’, the Academy makes
VNNIC more agile and fully engaged with community.

3. Academy platform features
Online slides/Videos

The VNNIC Internet Academy platform uses the blendlearning approach with the following training methods:
- Self-paced learning by online slides/videos
- Instructor-led courses by live Webinars
- Hands-on practice by virtual & download-able LABs
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It also provides these functions:
- Integrated meeting with Zoom, allowing 1000 participants
same time.
- Built-in email campaign helps communication with trainees
easier and more effective.
- Trainees can do the test after every course and get a
certificate for their own.

4. Digital companion website
- This is a “digital transformation project” for disability or
impairment community, including 2 phases. We’ve just
finished the first one.
- Phase 1: Launch a website accessible for impairment
people, it provides:
• Instructions to help downloading and using some
apps for learning
• Instructions to help downloading and accessing
social networks
• Audio book library
• References for related information
- Phase 2: Developing smart apps for impairment people

Website “https://nguoibanso.vn”

